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Abstract 

Due to the complex multiscale turbulence–chemistry-soot (TCS) interactions in sooting flames, develop- 
ing predictive models remains a formidable challenge even with the improved accuracy of the large eddy 
simulation (LES) approach. LES-based soot models have three main components: a) models for gas-phase 
chemistry and precursor evolution, b) models for soot particle dynamics, and c) models for subfilter scale TCS 

interactions. The focus of this work is this latter aspect, for several recent studies have shown that subfilter cor- 
relations between the gas-phase and the soot particles are of primary importance in affecting predictability. 
To this end, a consistent LES/probability density function (PDF) approach with detailed chemistry (denoted 

as full transport and chemistry (FTC)) and state-of-the-art soot models is used to accurately characterize sub- 
filter TCS interactions. The statistical soot model is based on the Hybrid Method of Moments (HMOM), 
considering detailed nucleation, condensation, coagulation, surface growth, oxidation, and fragmentation 

processes. To study the sensitivity of soot predictions to combustion model, tabulated chemistry based on 

the radiation flamelet/progress variable (RFPV) approach is accounted for in the LES/PDF framework. The 
Delft-Adelaide natural gas jet flame is simulated to investigate the effects of combustion models on soot 
predictions. It is found that the location of inception and soot evolution are rather sensitive to the combus- 
tion model. Compared to the PDF/RFPV model, the PDF/FTC model improves the simulation results and 

predicts lower soot volume fraction with soot formation and growth further downstream. Accounting for 
detailed subfilter TCS interactions through the PDF/FTC model suppresses the contributions of aromatic- 
based soot growth (nucleation and condensation), while the contribution of acetylene-based surface growth 

is significantly enhanced and even dominates over condensation at downstream locations. These results im- 
ply that the choice of combustion model has a significant impact on the characterization of subfilter TCS 

interactions due to the strong coupling between turbulence, soot, and chemistry. The tabulated chemistry 
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approach probably cannot capture the high sensitivity of  

of turbulent gas-phase compositions encountered. 
© 2018 The Combustion Institute. Published by Elsevier 
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. Introduction 

Computational modeling of soot formation in
urbulent flames has remained a formidable chal-
enge due to the high sensitivity of soot parti-
le evolution to the history of gas-phase compo-
itions encountered. Previous studies have shown
hat soot formation is spatially intermittent [1,2] ,
hich could be attributed to multiple causes. In

et-like flames, such intermittency is predominantly
riven by the sensitivity of soot precursor evolution
o local strain rates [3] . In more complex flows with
trong recirculation regions, the slow time-scales
ithin these regions combined with the large-scale
nsteadiness can lead to intermittent soot genera-
ion [4] . Since soot formation is promoted only by a
ery narrow range of gas-phase compositions, the
bility to accurately describe the interaction of the
urbulent gas-phase with particle motion becomes
ritical. In particular, the ability to model the ef-
ect of time-correlated turbulent fluctuations of the
as-phase is important [3,5] . 

Here, the modeling framework will be based on
he large eddy simulation (LES) approach. Over
he last decade, the use of LES has gained promi-
ence due to its ability to describe large scale
ixing accurately. However, small-scale processes

equire detailed modeling. While macroscopic
roperties related to the gas-phase are relatively

nsensitive to small-scale models for flames that
re far from extinction, soot formation and other
mall-scale driven phenomena require extensive
odeling. In the LES context, detailed description

f soot formation involves three main components:
) models for gas-phase chemistry and precur-
or evolution, b) models for soot particle dynam-
cs, and c) models for subfilter scale turbulence–
hemistry-soot (TCS) interactions [6,7] . While
odeling of the first two components is equivalent

o that in laminar flames [8,9] , the LES-based de-
cription of subfilter TCS interactions faces unique
hallenges [7] . 

The LES approach requires closures for small-
cale correlations, which can be cast as models
or a suitably defined one-point one-time probabil-
ty density function (PDF) [10–12] . The gas-phase
hermochemical state is expressed in terms of the
omposition vector φ, while the soot particle pop-
lation is evolved using a finite-set of moments M ,
hich can be used to approximately reconstruct

he number density function [13–15] . The one-point
 soot formation and growth phases to the history

Inc. All rights reserved. 

proach; Detailed chemistry; HMOM 

one-time PDF then describes the joint probability
of the extended species vector ψ = { φ, M } . There
are many approaches to modeling this joint-PDF.
In the presumed PDF methods [16–18] , the joint-
PDF is assumed to be statistically independent and
hence can be written as the product of marginal
PDFs of φ and M , which removes all small-scale
correlations between soot and the gas-phase, but re-
tains the filter-level correlations due to the LES for-
mulation. It is expected that the assumption could
potentially be violated in the soot growth and ox-
idation phases because of the strong interactions
between soot and gas-phase in these processes. 

The most comprehensive approach is to solve
the joint-PDF of ψ directly with the transported
PDF approach [19] . While this approach has been
successfully applied to a variety of gas-phase flames
[11,20–23] , there are only a few studies on the ap-
plication of the approach to sooting flames [12,24–
26] . In the RANS modeling framework, Zamuner
and Dupoirieux [24] studied the effects of turbu-
lent fluctuations on soot formation with a skele-
tal soot model. Mehta et al. [25] investigated the
effects of radiation losses on luminous turbulent
jet flames by coupling the PDF method to a pho-
ton Monte Carlo method. Lindstedt and Louloudi
[26] found that a comparatively simple soot model
also has the potential to provide good soot pre-
dictions when combined with the transported PDF
approach. They highlighted the importance of ac-
curate modeling of turbulence–chemistry interac-
tions. In the context of LES-based simulation of 
turbulent sooting flames, this approach has been
used with a semi-empirical sooting model albeit
with simplified chemical kinetics [27] . To accu-
rately capture soot inception and the formation of 
soot precursors such as acetylene and PAH, a de-
tailed chemical mechanism accounting for all ma-
jor pathways of PAH formation is needed, and may
involve hundreds of species and thousands of re-
actions [28,29] . Typically, the flamelet-based com-
bustion models combined with the presumed PDF
model [4,16–18] are used to reduce the computa-
tional cost. However, their suitability for the de-
scription of detailed soot–chemistry interactions
has not been fully explored. On the other hand,
the transported PDF model offers a potential to
incorporate the state-of-the-art soot models based
on the detailed mechanism without any assumption
about the flame topology structure, and meanwhile
provides the joint-PDF without simplifications.
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However, the computational cost is higher due to
direct treatment of chemical kinetics. 

With this background, the objective of this work
is threefold: (1) to accurately characterize detailed
small-scale TCS interactions using a consistent
LES/PDF approach with detailed gas-phase chem-
istry and state-of-the-art soot models; (2) to study
the sensitivity of soot predictions to the choice of 
combustion model by accounting for two different
combustion models, namely detailed chemistry and
flamelet-based tabulated chemistry; and (3) to in-
vestigate the effects of combustion models on the
characterization of subfilter TCS interactions. 

2. Modeling framework 

2.1. Soot model 

The soot particle evolution is described by a
population balance equation (PBE) [6,13] , which
tracks the evolution of the number density function
(NDF) N( ξ; x , t) where each particle type is char-
acterized by an internal coordinate vector \ bold-
math ξ . In order to describe the fractal aggre-
gates of soot particles, volume V and surface area
S are used to characterize the NDF. The hybrid
method of moments (HMOM [7] ) is used, where
four lower-order moments of the NDF are solved.
The moment source terms involve complex phys-
ical and chemical processes that drive the forma-
tion and evolution of soot particles due to nucle-
ation, condensation, coagulation, surface growth,
and oxidation [7] . PAH-based nucleation and con-
densation are employed in this work, and surface
growth is described by the H-abstraction-C 2 H 2 -
addition (HACA) mechanism [30] . Details regard-
ing the modeling of these processes can be found
in Mueller et al. [7] and the references therein. As
discussed below, these moments are integrated with
the gas-phase composition field using a PDF ap-
proach. 

2.2. Subfilter turbulence–chemistry-soot 
interactions 

Unlike the presumed PDF method that assumes
the φ and M to be statistically independent, here
the one-point, one-time density-weighted joint-
PDF of ψ, f( ϕ; x , t ), is directly evolved with the fol-
lowing expression to accurately describe the TCS
interactions. 

∂ f 
∂t 

+ ∇ · ( ̃  u f ) = ∇ · [ ρD t ∇( f / ρ )] 

− ∂ 

∂ψ α

[(
1 
ρ

∇ · (ρD α∇ψ α ) | ϕ + S α ( ϕ ) 
)

f 
]

(1)

where ϕ denotes the composition sample space
of φ. D t is the eddy diffusivity, ∇ · (ρD α∇ψ α ) | ϕ
the conditional micromixing term that is described 

by the IEM model [31] , S α the chemical re- 
action/moment source terms for thermochemical 
composition/moment component α, and D α the 
corresponding molecular diffusivity of the compo- 
nent. The new framework of the self-conditioned 

PDF [32] is used here. In this context, the LES 

mean density is ρ = 1 / 
∫ 

f /ρ( ϕ ) d ϕ , and the LES 

mean composition ̃

 ψ = ( ̃  φ, M ) can be obtained by 
taking the first moment of the PDF: ̃  ψ = 

∫ 
ϕ f d ϕ . 

It is noted that the overline “–” denotes the filter- 
ing operation in the traditional filtering viewpoint 
in LES/PDF [23,33] . Practically, both viewpoints 
of LES/PDF do not lead to substantially different 
partial differential equations to be solved. 

2.3. Combustion model 

To investigate the sensitivity of soot predic- 
tions to the combustion process, two different com- 
bustion models for describing gas-phase and soot 
chemistry are considered: (1) detailed chemistry 
denoted as full transport and chemistry (FTC); 
and (2) tabulated chemistry based on the radia- 
tion flamelet/progress variable (RFPV) approach 

[16] . In the FTC model, the composition is repre- 
sented by the full thermochemical state variables, 
i.e., φ = [ Y 1 , . . . , Y N , h ] T , where N is the number 
of species in the chemical mechanism. The soot- 
related quantities φs (e.g., surface reaction rate co- 
efficient, oxidation rate coefficient, fragmentation 

rate coefficient, and soot formation related quanti- 
ties) are directly calculated using the full thermo- 
chemical state. It is expected that the PDF/FTC 

model can capture comprehensive soot-chemistry 
interactions. On the other hand, in the RFPV 

model the thermochemical state φ and soot-related 

quantities φs are mapped into mixture fraction Z 

and progress variable C space by a series of flamelet 
solutions ; A third coordinate H is included in the 
mapping process to account for radiation losses by 
solving the unsteady flamelet equations. The com- 
plete mapping that provides any gas-phase com- 
position and soot-related quantities can be written 

as φ = φ(Z, C, H ) and φs = φs (Z, C, H ) . An addi- 
tional transport equation for the total mass fraction 

Y PAH 

is solved to describe the unsteady evolution 

of PAH concentration. In the RFPV model con- 
text, the complete set ψ = ( φ, M ) is replaced with 

the reduced set ψ = (Z, C, H, Y PAH 

, M ) . Here, the 
chemical mechanism [16,29] accounting for all ma- 
jor pathways of PAH formation is used in the 
above two combustion models. The detailed mech- 
anism has been extensively validated for soot for- 
mation and evolution in different flame configura- 
tions [4,7,16,18] . It is noted that the uncertainties 
in the PAH chemistry have a significant impact on 

soot prediction. These effects deserve further inves- 
tigation in future work. 
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. Numerical implementation 

The LES/PDF approach for sooting flames in-
olves two different solvers that are time-accurately
oupled: a) a low-Mach number LES solver that
volves gas-phase density, velocity and energy
elds, and b) a transported-PDF solver that ad-
ances the gas composition and soot moments in
ime and space. The coupling between LES and
DF solvers has been studied extensively stud-

ed [20,21,33,34] . Here, a Lagrangian Monte-Carlo
MC) approach is used to evolve the transported
DF equation [19] . Details of the PDF solver are
rovided in [12,20] . 

In order to extend the PDF approach to tur-
ulent sooting flames, three issues have to be con-
idered. First, the micro-mixing of the soot mo-
ents is neglected due to high Schmidt number of 

oot particle, which implies the mixing frequency
f soot moments is close to zero. This takes into
ccount a preferential transport between soot and
he gas-phase at small-scales. The mixing time-scale
f gas-phase composition is determined through
 dynamic procedure [11,20] , which removes the
eed to specify the value of model constant. In
his work, the unity Lewis number assumption is
sed in both RFPV and FTC models. Second, in-
orporating detailed chemical kinetics is compu-
ationally expensive. This is further complicated
y the presence of stiff kinetics associated with
oot moment evolution. In this work, the ISAT
lgorithm [35] is employed in the FTC model to
ccelerate the chemistry integration of each MC
article in composition space. In order to achieve

oad balance and parallel scale-up, the MC par-
icles are grouped based on mixture fraction and
istributed among processors. Each processor thus
uilds a tree that is nearly local in composition
pace, thereby reducing the ISAT tabulations fur-
her. This grouping and re-distribution procedures
re updated at each time-step. A scale-up of 5–10
imes is obtained compared to building ISAT ta-
les independently on each processor. To account
or heat loss effect on soot formation in the FTC

odel, flame radiation is considered and modeled
sing the RADCAL model [36] . Soot radiation is
eglected due to the small soot volume fraction in
he validation flame. Thermophoresis of soot par-
icles was found to be negligible [12] and, there-
ore, is not included here. Third, it is challenging to
ouple the low Mach number LES solver with the
DF solver because the gas-phase density directly
btained from the PDF solver contains statistical
oise due to the finite number of particles per filter
olume, which can cause numerical instabilities. To
ddress this issue, the transported specific volume
TSV) approach [37] is used in the present work,
here an additional scalar, specific volume, is trans-
orted in the LES solver to obtain the gas-phase
ensity. 
4. Delft-Adelaide flame: simulation details 

The Delft-Adelaide flame [1,38] , which is one
of the target flames for the International Sooting
Flames (ISF) workshop, is used to study the im-
pact of TCS modeling on LES predictions. The
burner consists of a fuel jet with a diameter of 
D = 6 mm, through which natural gas at a tem-
perature of 300 K and exit bulk velocity of U =
21.9 m/s is supplied. The jet is surrounded by an
annulus of primary air stream with inner/outer di-
ameters of 15 mm and 45 mm, respectively. The
air stream velocity is 4.4 m/s. The turbulent non-
premixed jet flame is stabilized by twelve small pi-
lot flames that are arranged in a ring between the
fuel jet and the air annulus. The burner is placed in
a slow air colfow with the velocity of 0.3 m/s. De-
tailed species profiles are available at upstream lo-
cations, while soot volume fraction measurements
are available for downstream locations. 

The LES/PDF/FTC and LES/PDF/RFPV cal-
culations are performed using a cylindrical coor-
dinate system ( x, r, θ ) with a computational do-
main of L x × L r × L θ = 150 D × 43 D × 2 π in the
axial, radial and azimuthal directions, respectively.
A non-uniform stretched grid of size N x × N r ×
N θ = 384 × 192 × 64 is used to resolve the central
jet and the shear layers. The turbulent jet boundary
conditions for fuel jet and primary air stream are
obtained from a separate simulation of the burner
geometry. The bulk inflow boundary is used for the
coflow air. The jet reaches the statistically station-
ary state at t / T j ≈ 10, where T j is the flow-through
time. Statistics are collected over 8 flow-through
times. All simulations are conducted in parallel
using domain decomposition along with ISAT
redistribution (discussed above), using 288 proces-
sors. The two closures require 8 and 163 state vari-
ables, and cost about 0.07 and 1.05 million CPU
hours, respectively. The LES/PDF/RFPV approach
is about 15 times faster than the LES/PDF/FTC ap-
proach when the flame reaches the statistically sta-
tionary state. 

5. Results and discussion 

5.1. Instantaneous soot evolution 

Figure 1 shows the instantaneous fields of tem-
perature, PAH mass fraction, soot volume fraction,
and soot number density from the LES/PDF/FTC
simulation. It is seen that the formation of PAH
and soot is mainly confined to the fuel-rich region
inside the stoichiometric surface. While high PAH
concentrations increase soot nucleation upstream
( x / D ≈ 15), observable soot volume fraction only
occurs after x / D ≈ 50. From x / D ≈ 60 to x / D ≈ 100,
soot number density does not change very much
while soot volume fraction is significantly in-
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Fig. 1. Representative snapshots (same instant in time) 
in a cut of the 3D domain of temperature, PAH mass 
fraction, soot volume fraction and number density from 

LES/PDF/FTC. The isolines correspond to the stoichio- 
metric mixture fraction Z st = 0 . 073 . 

Fig. 2. Time-averaged means and RMS fluctuations of 
mixture fraction and temperature at three different axial 
locations. Experiment data ( ); LES/PDF/RFPV ( ) 
and LES/PDF/FTC ( ). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Time-averaged soot volume fraction on the flame 
centerline. 
creased, which indicates particle coagulation, PAH
condensation, and HACA-based soot growth are
dominant in that region. After x / D ≈ 100, oxida-
tion process proceeds fast to remove most of the
soot particles. 

5.2. Sensitivity to the combustion model 

The LES results are first compared to the exist-
ing experimental data at upstream locations where
measurements are available. Figure 2 shows time-
averaged mean and RMS profiles of mixture frac-
tion and temperature. Compared to the PDF/FTC
model, the PDF/RFPV model slightly overpredicts 
the RMS fluctuation of mixture fraction at x/D = 

16 . 6 and 46.6. Overall, both PDF/FTC results and 

PDF/RFPV results are in good agreement with ex- 
perimental data, which indicates that the present 
LES/PDF approach can capture the flow physics. 
While these results are encouraging, it has been 

noted in other studies [39] that even small errors 
in upstream results can lead to large errors in the 
prediction of soot further downstream. 

In order to discuss the soot sensitivity to com- 
bustion model, Fig. 3 compares the LES/PDF re- 
sults with experimental data for the soot volume 
fraction on the flame centerline. It is observed 

that both simulations capture soot volume fraction 

at downstream locations reasonably accurately, as 
compared to the presumed-PDF approach result 
[16] . In particular, the persistence of soot at loca- 
tions downstream of x/D = 120 is captured well 
in this work. About 0.5-1 ppb soot can be ob- 
served in the PDF/RFPV model. However, the re- 
sults from the presumed-PDF approach used in 

[16] seem to close to zero. Furthermore, both meth- 
ods capture a lower peak soot volume fraction 

(about 5.5 ppb) than the presumed-PDF approach 

in [16] which predicted a peak soot volume frac- 
tion of about 7 ppb using the nominal constant 
for the subfilter dissipation rate model. In this 
sense, the use of the LES/PDF approach provides 
an improvement. Figure 3 shows that the loca- 
tion of soot inception predicted by the PDF/FTC 

model ( x / D ≈ 50) is more close to experimental 
measurement ( x / D ≈ 70) than that ( x / D ≈ 30) pre- 
dicted by the PDF/RFPV model, which indicates 
the present PDF/FTC model has potential to re- 
produce the soot inception behavior. Moreover, the 
PDF/FTC model predicts a lower peak in soot vol- 
ume fraction and a slightly shifted soot profiles to- 
wards the experimental data. This implies that soot 
growth processes, condensation and surface reac- 
tion, are significantly affected when accounting for 
the strong soot dependence on gas-phase composi- 
tion through the PDF/FTC model. At x / D > 100, 
the decrease in soot volume fraction is caused by 
oxidation. 

In order to determine the cause for reduc- 
tion in centerline soot volume fraction with the 
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Fig. 4. Time-averaged temperature, mixture fraction, and 
PAH mass fraction on the flame centerline. 
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DF/FTC model, the time-averaged temperature,
ixture fraction, and PAH mass fraction on the

ame centerline are shown in Fig. 4 . It is observed
hat both the PDF/RFPV and PDF/FTC models
redict the same mean profiles of temperature and
ixture fraction along the flame centerline. The
DF/FTC model predicts slightly less PAH mass

raction than the PDF/RFPV model at upstream
ig. 5. Instantaneous of condensation (left) and radial profiles (
ion source terms [ppm/s]: nucleation (black lines), condensatio
xidation (blue lines) at four axial locations (from top to bottom
pond to LES/PDF/RFPV and LES/PDF/FTC, respectively. (F
egend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
locations before x/D = 80 , which can partly ex-
plain the less centerline soot volume fraction pre-
dicted by the PDF/FTC model. 

5.3. Effects of combustion models on subfilter 
closure 

To identify the underlying physical mechanisms
captured with the PDF/FTC model, the effects of 
combustion models on the description of subfil-
ter TCS interactions are investigated through the
analysis of source terms of soot volume fraction.
Figure 5 shows these source terms at four different
axial locations ( x/D = 65, 85, 110, and 125) cov-
ering the all phases of soot formation and evo-
lution. It is observed that soot volume fraction
source terms are considerably sensitive to combus-
tion model. The PDF/FTC model predicts much
lower soot mass addition through nucleation and
condensation, especially at downstream locations.
On the other hand, the PDF/FTC model shows in-
creased surface growth using the HACA mecha-
nism. It is found that soot oxidation is not sensi-
tive to the TCS model. This is probably due to the
fact that the oxidation rate coefficient that is tab-
ulated in the chemistry table can be captured well
middle and right) of the time-averaged soot volume frac- 
n (red lines), surface growth (green lines), and surface 
) indicated in the left figure. Dash and solid lines corre- 

or interpretation of the references to color in this figure 
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Fig. 6. Time-averaged conditional means of Y PAH 

, soot volume fraction [ppb], and soot volume fraction source terms 
[ppm/s]: nucleation+condensation (positive values), and surface oxidation (negative values). The stoichiometric mixture 
fraction is indicated by vertical dashed lines. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

by the PDF/RFPV model. Furthermore, previous
studies [3,16] concluded that the PAH-based soot
growth mechanisms (nucleation and condensation)
dominate over surface growth in turbulent jet
flames. However, Fig. 5 shows that the contribution
of surface growth is comparable in magnitude to
the PAH-based growth, especially around the loca-
tion of maximum volume fraction ( x/D = 85 ). The
reduced soot volume fraction along the centerline
at upstream locations is essentially due to this re-
duction in nucleation and condensation processes.
This indicates the choice of combustion model can
significantly affect the description of subfilter TCS
interactions. 

In order to further study the sensitivity of sub-
filter TCS interactions to the combustion model,
the conditional means of PAH mass fraction, soot
volume fraction and its source terms are shown
in Fig. 6 . It is seen that soot volume fraction and
soot growth through nucleation and condensation
are maximum around the location of the highest
PAH concentration ( Z = 0 . 15 ) due to the strong
correlation between soot dynamics and PAH. The
two soot quantities slowly decline as the mix-
ture becomes more rich. However, in leaner mix-
tures ( Z st < Z < 0.15), soot mass rapidly declines,
which is due to the fact that the oxidation rates
peak near the flame sheet with high tempera-
ture and the abundance of hydroxyl radical and
molecular oxygen. Compared to the PDF/RFPV
model, the PDF/FTC model suppresses/enhances
soot growth/oxidation in mixture fraction space. 

The above results indicate that the choice of 
combustion model has a significant impact on the
description of soot formation and growth. This is
due to the fact that turbulence, soot, and chem-
istry are tightly coupled at the sub-grid scales. In
this sense, the PDF/RFPV model probably can-
not capture the high sensitivity of soot formation
and growth processes to the history of turbulent
gas-phase compositions encountered. On the other
hand, the PDF/FTC model has the potential to ac- 
curately describe detailed TCS interactions. As a re- 
sult, the use of PDF/FTC model improves soot pre- 
dictions. These findings highlight the importance 
of an accurate description of the strong TCS inter- 
actions in sooting turbulent flames. 

6. Conclusions 

In this work, a consistent LES/PDF approach 

has been further developed for modeling soot for- 
mation and evolution in turbulent nonpremixed 

flames with detailed chemistry. An accurate and ef- 
ficient soot model based on the Hybrid Method 

of Moments (HMOM) was incorporated in the 
LES/PDF approach, considering detailed nucle- 
ation, condensation, coagulation, surface growth, 
oxidation, and fragmentation processes. To inves- 
tigate the sensitivity of soot predictions to com- 
bustion model, the augmented LES/PDF approach 

was formulated with the FTC or RFPV combus- 
tion models. The Delft-Adelaide flame was simu- 
lated to understand the effects of combustion mod- 
els on soot predictions. The following conclusions 
can be drawn based on this study: 

• The PDF/FTC model accounting for de- 
tailed subfilter TCS interactions improves 
the simulation results and predicts lower 
soot volume fraction with soot formation 

and growth further downstream than the 
PDF/RFPV model. It is found that the lo- 
cation of inception and soot evolution are 
highly sensitive to the combustion model. 

• In the context of LES, the choice of combus- 
tion model has a significant impact on the 
description of soot formation and growth. 
The decrease in the contributions of PAH- 
based soot growth (nucleation and con- 
densation) is observed in the PDF/FTC 

model, while the contribution of acetylene- 
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based surface growth is enhanced and even
dominates over condensation at downstream
locations. Moreover, soot oxidation is not
very sensitive to the choice of combustion
model. 

• The analyses of the source terms of soot
volume fraction imply that the choice of 
combustion model can significantly affect
the characterization of subfilter TCS interac-
tions due to the strong coupling between tur-
bulence, soot, and chemistry. The tabulated
chemistry approach probably cannot capture
the high sensitivity of soot formation and
growth processes to the history of turbulent
gas-phase compositions encountered. These
findings indicate that the description of sub-
filter correlations between the gas-phase and
the soot particles is of primary importance in
affecting predictability. 

While the cost of the PDF/FTC model is signifi-
antly higher and provides only comparable results
o the PDF/RFPV model here, it is to be noted that
he PDF/FTC model is more general and is valid in
ifferent combustion regimes. The current study is
 first step in ensuring that the PDF/FTC model
erforms well in a regime that is specifically suited

or flamelet-based models. 
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